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Transparency is key to integrated reports

Sasol is overall
•winner
at virtual
event, writes
Lynette Dicey

S

asol is this year’s
overall winner of the
Chartered
Governance Institute
of South Africa
(CGISA) Integrated Reporting
Awards. The awards aim to

encourage transparent financial
and nonfinancial reporting to
provide actionable insights into
companies’ business
performance, prospects and
impact on stakeholders.
This year’s virtual event was

Sun International wins at the
Annual Integrated Reporting Awards
Sun International is proud to be a
joint winner in the Small Cap category with
Royal Bafokeng Platinum Ltd.
We strive to encourage innovation and excellence
in integrated reporting.
This award is hosted by the CGISA (Chartered
Governance Institute of Southern Africa and
categories are determined by the JSE Ltd
Top 40 Index.

suninternational.com

once again hosted in
partnership with the JSE. The
awards are open to any
organisation producing an
integrated report. Organisations
can enter their latest integrated
report in one of nine categories.
Given the corporate scandals
we have witnessed in the past
few years, Stephen Sadie, CEO
of CGISA, said it is refreshing to
see some companies remaining
steadfast in their ability to
produce leading integrated
reports. He said the CGISA
remains indebted to Professor
Mervyn King for the exemplary
role he played — and continues
to play — in promoting
integrated reporting globally.
“While some companies may
appear negatively in the press
from time to time, what counts
is they report transparently on
their transgressions and, more
importantly, what they are
doing proactively to counter
these problems,” said Sadie.
“One has to commend EOH’s
Stephen van Coller on how he is
being completely transparent
about the corruption and poor
governance in the company and
his efforts to turn it around.”
Normally companies enter
these awards voluntarily;

CGISA CEO Stephen Sadie.
however, this year all Top 40
integrated reports were
evaluated by the judges to
ensure a good report was not
missed because the firm did not
enter. PwC, convenor of judges,
produced a comprehensive
judges’ report providing
feedback on each category.
In the Top 40 category,
Kumba Iron ore was the winner
while Nedbank Group won a
merit award. The judges noted
that in this category risk
reporting remains a strong area
with significant detail. They said
most of the reports performed
well in explaining their external
environment and operational
context, as well as providing
organisational overview.
Governance reporting is
improving with more focus on
activities that impact value

creation. In the interest of
conciseness and integration,
many reporters in this category
provide an overview of financial
information with a strategic
context, rather than a full set of
financial statements.
The Mid Cap category was
once again won by Netcare,
with Pick n Pay winning the
merit award. The judges were
impressed with the reporting
excellence of this category
noting detailed business model
disclosures with an increased
emphasis on the different
capitals. Risk-level disclosures
are starting to integrate both
financial and nonfinancial issues
— including linking to the
implications of risks to outputs
and outcomes. They also noted
significant improvements in
disclosing outcomes and the
internal and external
consequences for the capitals as
a result of an organisation’s
business activities and outputs.
In the Small Cap category,
Sun International and Royal
Bafokeng Platinum were joint
winners. Overall, this category
displayed a medium to high
quality of reporting. Areas of
strength were comprehensive
and concise information of key

actions taken by governing
bodies; good presentation of
risk identification and the
management of key risks; and
the inclusion of sustainable
development goals.
Sea Harvest Group took top
spot in the Fledgling/AltX
category, while AfroCentric
Investment Corporation won
the merit award. According to
the judges, areas of strength
included clear disclosure of
material matters, balanced and
reliable assessment of issues,
which affect performance amid
the Covid-19 pandemic, detailed
stakeholder engagement and
business models which were
clearly presented.
The State-owned Company
category was won by Airports
Company South Africa. Sasria
SOC received the merit award.
An area of strength, said the
judges, was most companies
included both nonfinancial and
financial strategic objectives
connected and linked to the
performance section making
the strategy implementation
measurable. Reports did well to
disclose their key performance
indicators and targets.
In the Public Sector category
Gautrain Management Agency

won a merit award.
It was Ubank’s turn to shine
in the Unlisted category; Fidelity
Services Group received the
merit award. Areas of strength
were consistent messaging of
what organisations want to
achieve and what value they
intend to create, as well as
generally well reported
stakeholder engagement.
The NGO/NPO category was
won by the Institute of Directors
in South Africa. National Sea
Rescue Institute received a
merit award. Areas of strength
included generally well reported
stakeholder engagement and
reports attempted to include
sections explaining capital
trade-offs, noted the judge.
In the Regional category,
National Social Security Fund of
Uganda was the winner with a
merit going to Eswatini Royal
Insurance Corporation. Areas of
strength, said the judges, were
strong governance sections,
business models which were
clear and articulated the value
creation journey adopted by the
company, and a comprehensive
understanding of risks and their
impact. Most entrants, they said,
delivered reports that were
concise and easy to read.

Winners use feedback to improve standards
Corporate reporting is an
iterative process, which many
of the winners of the 2020
CGISA Integrated Reporting
Awards can attest to.
Sun International — a joint
winner, along with Royal
Bafokeng Platinum — of the
Small Cap category has seen its
corporate reporting evolving
significantly in recent years.
“At the outset, Sun
International produced separate
and standalone report sections
in their annual report that
focused on financial,
governance and sustainability
aspects with limited
integration,” explains Jannette
Horn, head of Sustainability at

Sun International. “Over the
years and with the guidance of
the International (IR) Integrated
Reporting Framework, among
others, the group refined the
way we report on all aspects of
the business.”
Since 2018, she reveals, Sun
International’s online Integrated
Annual Report has been
supported by three additional
reports (Environmental, Social
and Governance Report,
Statutory Report and Annual
Financial Statements) that
provide stakeholders with
specific information relevant to
their needs, together with the
business’ integrated thinking
and reporting approach.

Horn says the award affirms
the information Sun
International is publishing in the
public domain is accurate,
transparent and relevant to
stakeholders.
“This award demonstrates
the group’s commitment to
transparency and
accountability. Furthermore it
provides an indication of how
we compare against our peers,
competitors and market
indexes,” she says.
Ubank won the Unlisted
Company category. Acting chief
financial officer Henry du Preez
says the award is confirmation
of the continued enhancements
the bank has implemented to

produce an integrated report
that aligns to best practice and
provides value adding
information to stakeholders.
“This is the third year the
bank has produced an
integrated report,” he says. “It’s
our aim to build on the previous
year’s report. The feedback
from the judges is considered
and implemented to enhance
our reporting process.”
Afrocentric Group won a
merit award in the Fledgling/
AltX category of the Integrated
Reporting Awards. Group chief
financial officer Hannes
Boonzaaier says the awards are
a welcome opportunity to be
measured against peers and the

feedback from the judges and
experts helps to improve the
overall standards of reporting.
“As AfroCentric, we are
proud to receive the award as it
confirms we are on the right
track in our efforts to articulate
our business case and future
prospects to all stakeholders.”
National Sea Rescue Institute
was awarded a merit in the
NGO/NPO category. CEO Dr
Cleeve Robertson says the
NSRI’s report is a transparent
reflection of the way the
institute is run. “Our report is a
mirror of the organisation and
donors appreciate and value the
transparency, accuracy and
honesty that is reflected.”

Partnering with

U

for Transparency and Excellence.

As a multiple award winner of the Chartered Secretaries
Integrated Reporting Awards, we pride ourselves on the
professionalism and experience of our organisation,
but also on the good governance of our structures and
operations. After more than 50 years, we believe that our
integrity and reputation have been firmly established.
We are committed to upholding that level of care as we
continue to save lives on SA waters. To
read more about our activities click on
the QR code and download our 2019

As the overall winner in the Chartered Governance Institute of Southern Africa Integrated Reporting
Awards 2020, under the Unlisted Category, we would like to extend a word of gratitude to all our
stakeholders for their consistent and unwavering support.
Ubank is a well-established financial services provider with a mandate to service the broader working
market in South Africa by extending affordable financial services and providing workers with a bank
they can trust.
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